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Prez’s Corner – Mark Chomyn

Do you think they are reading El Torbellino? That’s what yours truly surmised
cover of AMA’s May 2021 edition of Model Aviation. Why? Believe it or not, th
edition showed a full cover shot of …….. a rubber powered free flight model a
myself yes, we got their ear. They are reading El Torbellino and have heard o
representation of the free flight community. Then, after some refection, it set
developed a model for entry level modelers and wants to get the word out to
community about its availability. So, my swelled head slowly deflated, and I re
behind a praise-worthy effort to attract the interest of new modelers to the spo
Okay, so it’s not due to my gallant efforts to shine a light on free flight in El To
cares, there it was, the free flight, rubber powered AMA Beta on the cover of

Compared to the AMA Dart, the Beta is a little larger (and sexier, can I say th
inch span under-cambered, polyhedral wing it’s suited for both indoor and ou
1/8” or 3/16” rubber respectively. Looks like fun for the beginner and a challen
flyers who want to see how far they can take the performance level of this pla
for a one design mass launch that could combine flyers of all experience leve
interested? Let us know. At our outdoor events and when our indoor events a
resume, we may want to keep one on hand at either venue to let visitors take

I’m embarrassed to say that in last month’s column I caused a bit of confusio
contest rotation. I incorrectly noted that the April monthly would include the O
Memorial. I was wrong. With the effects of COVID, weather conditions and pr
cancellations, our contest schedule has been updated and I did not personall
those needed updates. Fortunately, Mike Pykelny, our contest coordinator, ha
schedule updated to adjust for cancelled events while keeping our standard r
have incorporated some “make up” events along with our usual rotation to ma
cancelled by weather, wind or other. Please refer to the Orbiteers website an
contest dates and event categories. And look for the email notices that Mike P
sends regarding contest dates and events. I’ll stand down on announcements
avoid confusion.

It’s May. So don’t forget Mother’s Day. Especially if that spouse and mother is
the field and wields a mean stopwatch for your competitive endeavors. Hopin
are staying happy and healthy. It appears that we’re slowly moving toward so
(new) normality. What better way to celebrate that, than getting out to the flyin
your favorite plane loose for a max.

That’s it for this month.

Mark
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Guillow’s Postal Contest - Second Chance
By Mike Jester

In the March 2021 edition of this newsletter, I described the nationwide Guillow’s postal contest in
which either the Guillow’s Lancer or Javelin models could be flown with only the longest time reported. The
contest was referred to as Sky Battle. You can find a link to the contest details here:

https://www.skybattle.org/
All flights had to be made on Saturday, April 24, 2021 or Sunday, April 25, 2021. I considered

entering this postal contest. Ultimately, I decided not to enter because I thought I had to join Facebook
which I am loathe to do.

As luck would have it, there was bad weather in many parts of the country on those two days and
official fights were either scrubbed or severely impaired. There were high winds at my local flying site in
Washoe Valley, Nevada on both April 24 and 25, 2021. So, I made the right call as my build would have
been for naught if my goal was to compete in this postal contest. Bob Hodes put up his flights on April 22,
2021 because of predicted high winds in Las Vegas for the following weekend. His high time was a very
respectable 97 seconds. Bob is not sure this time will be counted as official. Bob’s time is the highest I have
heard of so far.

The CD has decided to have a Second Chance Sky Battle postal contest with these two models under
the same rules. This time official flights may be taken anytime between Saturday May 29, 2021 and Sunday
June 6, 2021. As was previously the case, the number of flight attempts is unlimited. You only self-report
your highest time. I am considering building a Javelin with a few minor modifications.

The Sky Battle website says:

"Must be 'built to the plan', no major modifications."



I received official permission to scratch-build my Javelin using lighter balsa wood instead of the 14#
balsa wood in the kit. I also have official approval to slightly enlarge the cross-section and clearance in the
interior of the Javelin fuselage to accept a blast tube. The blast tube has to be large enough to have sufficient
interior diameter for surrounding a knotted 4 x 3/32 or 4 x 1/8 rubber motor without impairing the winding
process. The added weight and drag of a larger cross-section fuselage will be slight disadvantages. My
Javelin model will still look the same to the casual observer. I hesitate to wind any rubber motor installed in
a balsa wood model to 85% or more of breaking turns without a blast tube installed. Hours of work go down
the drain when a rubber motor breaks inside a stick and tissue balsa wood fuselage. Many people who
entered the first Sky Battle contest appear to have modified the nose of their models to accept a traditional
nose block. While I have not asked, I presume it is OK to add a DT to the Javelin and the Lancer. People
have also been adding dowels for receiving the ends of the wing hold-down rubber bands. The arrangement
shown on the kit boxes where a single long rubber band wraps around the wing and the fuselage is
impractical. I will probably tape the landing gear struts to the wire landing gear, and not glue these struts to
the fuselage. Otherwise, the struts and/or the fuselage will likely break on the first or second landing.

The rules of the Sky Battle contest limit the diameter of the prop to 6-inches. The Guillow’s kits each
include a 6-inch diameter plastic prop. There is agreement amongst many fliers that both the Javelin and
Lancer, which each have a wing span of approximately 24-inches, would fly much better with an 8-inch
diameter prop, but the rules don’t allow this. While a 6-inch balsa wood prop is allowed if I enter the Second
Chance Sky Battle contest, I am going to use a 7-inch orange Chinese plastic prop cut-down to 6-inches in
diameter for durability. It will have a higher P/D ratio than a conventional 6-inch diameter plastic prop. The
blades of this prop have a very nice shape and are very thin. I think the extra couple of grams added by using
this plastic prop will be worth it. I will also include a Gizmo Geezer (GG) nose button and a Buddenbohm
tube-in-tube free wheeler clutch. The GG nose button allows precise thrust line adjustments to made quickly
made which makes trimming a whole lot easier. Since the Javelin has no cabin, I can position the wing in the
appropriate position to get the optimum CG which appears to be around 100% for the Lancer. So, I will start
with 100% CG location on my Javelin. If you build a Lancer, you apparently have to add tail weight unless
you use a balsa wood prop.

Joshua Finn of J & H Aerospace has posted two helpful Youtube videos of his build of the Guillow’s
Lancer using the wood and tissue supplied in the kit. He has also posted another Youtube video of his
official flight attempts on April 24. As I recall he had a high time of over 90 seconds that is slightly less than
Bob Hodes’ high time. The wing of these models has a thick airfoil that gives them a very poor glide. The
mandatory landing gear also contributes to the poor glide. So, if you want to get high times with these
models you will probably need to use a very long rubber motor, or get lucky and catch a thermal.

I am concerned that if I fly my Javelin with a locked down DT, I will lose it OOS. Been there, done
that, in an Embryo fly-off at WESTFAC a few years ago. I hesitate to add another 3-4 grams onto a 20-gram
model by installing a Walston RF transmitter and batteries.

I was told by the person who answers email questions about the Sky Battle contest that I do not have
to join Facebook in order to compete. So that obstacle has been removed. I am still on the fence about
entering this contest as I should be repairing my third Gollwock and/or building my vintage Wakefield
instead. Some of you may wish to consider building a Guillow’s Javelin or Lancer and entering the Second
Chance Sky Battle contest.



UPCOMING OUTDOOR CONTESTS

May 23RD OT/NOS, Glider, Power

June 13TH P-30, Glider, Power

June 13TH Oldenkamp Memorial

May 2020 – Guy Menano

A New Hobby?

As a result of last Sunday’s contest in Perris,
I’ve decided to take up a new hobby. Don’t
get me wrong, I haven’t given up on free
flight. My new hobby is in conjunction with it,
sort of a side hobby. In fact I hope to have
my new hobby ready before the next contest.

You may have figured it out by the
picture...my new hobby is picking those darn
stickers out of my shoes, socks, pant legs,
etc. This could take awhile to perfect, wish
me luck with my new hobby!

Otherwise, I’d like to thank Mike Pykelny for
being CD at yet another fun contest. I also
very much enjoyed seeing several friends I
haven’t seen since before the pandemic
began. Seeing old friends is truly priceless,
and really made the day extra special.

Looking forward to the next contest, later this
month, which will feature Old Time/Nostalgia
models. Those are typically some of my
favorites, and I hope we get a decent turnout
for it.

Hope to see you there!

- John Merrill
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APRIL 2021 OUTDOOR FLYING - Photos by Arline Bartick (Continued)
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San Valeers/SCAMPS Annual Contest held April 10th-11th, 2021

Arline and I attended the contest at Lost Hills. It was amazing the return of free flighters
from the long delay caused by COVID. In all, 75 entries were heralded by the organizers. A big
wow, since we haven’t had that level of participation for years at a regional contest. Maybe the
Orbiteers/Fresno Dual-clubs annual this month will do well.

The weather over the weekend of the contest was very pleasant. Temperatures were chilly in
the morning, then reaching 70-80 in the afternoon. Winds ranged from 3 to 10mph throughout
the contest. The flight line is now located at the North side of the adjacent parcel to the Lost
Hills FF Model Airfield. This parcel is owned by the Holloway Gypsum Corp. They have granted
us permission to use their property. As such, we are now located another mile from the Nut
Farm trees. Even with 10mph wind heading South or West, a 3 minute flight doesn’t come close
to the trees.

This is the first contest to have the NFFS provisional event, Vintage Wakefield. These are
designs from the period 1 January, 1951 through 31 December, 1980. It is broken up into 3
eras. The eras have different minimum airframe weight and maximum rubber weight. If memory
serves me right, there were 7 entries. The planes of that period were beautiful. They are so
different from the high-tech carbon fiber, multifunction airframes of today.
Arline was moving about the field taking some great photos. Some of which should be in this
edition of the ET.

As far as my participation, I came in 1st in AMA 1/2A and 2nd in F1J. We reall enjoyed
ourselves.

Those of you in Orbiteers land that haven’t attended a contest at Lost Hills, you need to! This is
the FF Mecca of the world.

Thermals, Don Bartick

San Valeers Annual Contest Flight-Line



San Valeers/SCAMPS Annual Contest held April 10th-11th, 2021 - Photo Page
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Howard L. Haupt / Editor
3860 Ecochee Avenue
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WHAT’S HAPPENING - MAY 2021

Local Events:
SDO will be flying Sunday May 23RD - Perris CA, 8:00 am to Noon.

OT/NOS, Glider, Power

2 minute max, Glider 90 seconds

See you at Perris CA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  May 23RD , 2021.


